MEL-ROL

FOUNDATION INSULATION

MEL-DRAIN

DRAIN TILE SYSTEM
(DRAINED TO DAYLIGHT
OR A COLLECTION &
EJECTION SYSTEM)

FREE-DRAINING GRAVEL
WRAPPED IN FILTER FABRIC

WATERSTOP

PRECON (SET IN A BED OF
HYDRALASTIC 836 ON
MASTIC ON TOP OF FOOTING)

UNDER SLAB INSULATION
(IF REQUIRED)

DETAIL STRIP

*NOTE: BEM OR 2-COMPONENT LIQUID MEMBRANE CAN
BE USED IN PLACE OF HYDRALASTIC 836. CONSULT
W.R. MEADOWS INSTALLATION PROCEDURES FOR
CORRECT APPLICATION

W.R. MEADOWS, INC.
300 Industrial Drive
Hampshire, IL 60140-0338
1-800-342-5976
www.wrmeadows.com

SKETCH: FOUNDATION BASE
SLAB ON FOOTING
NON-STRUCTURAL SLAB
WATER TABLE ABOVE SLAB

SKETCH NO: PRECON - 01 - MR
DATE: 07/10/2013